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Reports for Annual General Meeting 2019 - 2020 

Chairman’s Report 

To begin I would like to remember all that Duncan Conway put into Badminton both in Hertfordshire and nationally, we 

that follow are standing on the shoulders of those who went before. 

HJBA was heading toward another successful year, the as we are all too well aware COVID 19 stepped in, and the world 

came to a bit of a standstill. 

Junior squads were doing and had done well, with good attendance at training nights, qualification for the finals for 

U14 team 1 and probably U18, U16 hopefully in the playoffs and U12 to the finals as well, how these will conclude and 

when is yet to be seen. 

ICT has been cancelled for this year, hopefully next year’s event will happen at the normal time, what age group rules 

will apply are yet to be decided by Badminton England, they are presently asking counties for their opinions and 

thoughts. 

A good number of the U18 squad played for senior county in various divisions, with mixed results, the experience can 

only build for a better county senior squad. 

My thanks go to all who have helped make all this possible, Squad managers and coaches, parents, all who give their 

time in many ways, without whom nothing would happen, special thanks to Kevin, who keeps us all in order with timely 

reminders. 

Mike Newlove 

Chairman 

 

Vice-Chair’s Report 

Truly a season with a difference! 

The 12s 14s &16s all ran for the first time an A and a B team. These extra matches enable more players to play for the 

county and hopefully inspire them on to greater things. It was particularly beneficial to the U12 age group where we 

had players a young as 8 playing for Herts. 

This was our first season without the use of Birchwood. The majority of our home matches were played at Queenswood 

School. Queenswood proved to be a great venue. However since Queenswood was an 8 court hall the scheduling of 

matches for our now 7 teams and sharing our time in the hall with the Seniors, was a monumental task that fell to 

Joseph. The majority of court time did work out extremely well and costs were kept to a minimum. 

HJBA has continued to be accredited with the BE ‘Club Mark’ 

Nick Goode 

Vice Chair 

 

Treasurer’s Report 

The 2019/20 account for HJBA has made a profit of twelve thousand pounds. 

Although this result looks healthy, five thousand pounds were made up by reversing some of the provisions made in 

previous years where anticipated costs were never materialised. 

Several factors have contributed to the increase in our subscription fee revenue as we have increased our fee last year; 

applied consistent pricing to all squads with the exception of the U10 since their training session was half of the others. 

A one off Covid-19 rebate provision was provided in this year’s account as training stopped at the end of March 2020. 

This rebate is likely to be applied to players who continue with their county training next year. 
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With the loss made in 2018/2019, we have reinstated Shires match fee. Several of the squads also have made up two 

teams representing each age group, hence a surplus in Shires match fees. 

Not surprising a large reduction in our badminton England Open Tournaments revenue as our U15/16 Silver event was 

cancelled due to Covid-19 lockdown. 

With the unexpected shorter training season, overall expenditure was less than previous financial year.  

All the mentioned factors have contributed to an unexpected “Income” for the year. 

With the unprecedented Covid-19 affecting all sports and facilities, we are not able to provide more solid forecasting on 

the upcoming year. 

Ying Lee 

Honorary Treasurer 

 

Closed Tournament Secretary’s Report 

We have been very fortunate in one respect in that we did manage to complete our season of Closed tournaments, as 

our last one took place on the 1st March. Just over 500 individuals, competing in multiple events, entered the Closed 

Tournaments during the 2019/20 season. As last season, the tournaments with multiple events took place at Stevenage 

Leisure Centre. Whilst there are always a few niggles with SLC, from the quality of the lighting to the state of the floor, 

this venue still gives good value for money, and the spectator areas are some of the best around, it is also very 

accessible. In the absence Birchwood Leisure Centre, we opted for Queenswood Schools’ newly built 8 court Sports 

Hall; the surfaces and lighting is very good, and the spectators area spacious, although it was a job to schedule the use 

of 8 courts in conjunction with HBA ( a job that Andy Walden kindly took on). I did look this season at the possibility of 

using Presdales School in Ware, however because of the current COVID 19 situation, this unlikely to come to fruition for 

the 20/21 season. 

Once again, we ran a Primary Schools Team tournament in March, which attracted 30 Teams from 12 Primary Schools. 

It was a super event, enjoyed very much by all the participants. 

My thanks must go as ever to all those willing helpers, who are far too numerous to mention, but I must pick a few, 

without whom none of these events would ever run!!! 

Thank you then to Mike Newlove, Ken Winchester, Ronni and Nick Goode, Graham Clarke, Mickey Mahbubhani,,John 

Stobo, Brian Jackson, Dave Bartlett, Jim Robson, Doug Clarke , Ken Winchester, Natasha Moylan, Ali Bhimani, and many, 

many others who wrote up scores, were on shuttle duty, or got stuck in on the computer.  

As I write this, the situation for next season is unclear. I have cancelled the scheduled tournament on 20th Sept 2020, 

and there is a question mark over the B Tournament on November 15th. Queenswood may not allow for any 

spectators, and if that is the case, we cannot run a tournament. Stevenage LC are hinting at the same. I have 

provisionally booked in dates for 2021, but we have yet to fully understand how Stevenage are going to run events 

which will have spectators 

Barbara Lewczynska 

Tournament Secretary 

 

Open (BE sanctioned) Tournament Secretary’s Report 

We held 2 open tournaments before Christmas, both well attended and run, unfortunately the March U15 Silver had to 

be cancelled, the December U17 is still not confirmed, depending on Rules for competition by that time, thanks to all 

that have helped run the desk, the shuttles the day, especially Graham Clarke, Barbara Lewczynska, Ken Winchester, we 

couldn’t do it without you all. 

Mike Newlove 

Open Tournament Secretary 
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Child Welfare Officer Report 

All of our paid and volunteer coaches and managers are checked through the government DBS scheme every three 

years. All these checks are presently up to date. 

Barbara Lewczynska 

Child Welfare Officer 

 

COVID-19 Officer Report 

BE have very recently required that each club, coach or group (HJBA comes under the ‘club’ umbrella), running 

organised sessions, nominate an individual to take on the role of COVID-19 Officer. Kevin nominated myself. 

I am tasked with ensuring that each training session, (and presumably matches and tournaments) are run in line with 

BE’s ‘Return to play’ guidelines. There are various responsibilities, which I have yet to look through in detail, but it will 

also involve coaches and managers making sure players are in a safe environment. As our situation vis-a-vis venues 

becomes clearer, I shall contact managers and coaches and we can share information regarding this. BE is making 

available to us a booking system (not sure how this works yet) so that parents can book in for training sessions when 

we start. I will let you have more information as soon as the situation becomes clearer. 

Barbara Lewczynska 

COVID-19 Officer 

 

Newsletter Editors Report 

It was decided last year that HJBA would use “Facebook, Twitter and Instagram” accounts to share information safely 

and in a timely manner throughout this year. These accounts have been used with information and a selection of 

photos of teams and winning individuals. I don’t know whether players and parents look at what has been posted and 

how useful it has been to them? 

Facebook has been keeping players posted with the latest coronavirus information including “Return to Play info” 

which I believe has been changed today from Badminton England. 

During “Lockdown” many players were finding ways to still compete against each other by placing videos on a Whats 

App group everyone seemed to be enjoying the challenges! I’m unsure of who enjoyed them most, the Players or the 

Parents!  

Hitesh deserves a vote of thanks for the challenges he provided for the Players to relieve them of possible “Lockdown 

Boredom”. 

Jackie Ward 

Publicity/Newsletter Editor 

 

Fixtures Secretary’s Report 

SL1920 has been one of the busiest w.r.t arranging the fixtures for SEVEN teams across FOUR age groups. Herts 

managed to field TWO teams each for U12, U14 and U16 age groups along with a team for U18. I have had some busier 

days, yet was really pleased to accomplish HJBA's mission of giving as much opportunity as possible for the county 

squad players. 

U12 Team1 and Team2 managed to complete 5 matches each where Team1 positioned at NINE on the league table 

U14 Team1 and Team2 managed to complete their fixtures where Team1 bagged stunning ALL 6 wins securing 

SECOND place below Team1 of Yorkshire on the league table 
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U16 Team2 completed their group matches while Team1 could win all but one. Team1 is positioned SEVEN on the 

league table 

U18 Team completed all group matches with 5 convincing wins. They are at position FIVE on the league table 

I would like to congratulate all players and their team managers and coaches as well as those supportive parents for 

securing those fantastic results. Well done Teams! 

However, due to COVID -19 pandemic and unprecedented lock down since early March 2020, all outstanding matches 

as well as play-offs and finals unfortunately had to be cancelled! 

Post Covid-19 and Next Season 

Multiple shires league meetings took place to discuss various options. Representations were all aiming to provide 

maximum opportunity for the players. Taking this into consideration, BE and SL Chairman proposed three options 

where majority of counties voted in favour of "Start the 2020-2021 season as soon as practical using even age groups, 

on the understanding that a new vote for the Age Group will take place in April 2021" 

With regards to the next season fixtures planning, there needs to be more clarity from the govt. and Public Health 

department required in order to allow Badminton England to release appropriate guidelines. There needs to be further 

clarity arounds the court availability and social distancing rules at venues and as a result of these uncertainties, I am not 

sure how many teams can be fielded in each age category for the next season. I am really hoping that a rather clearer 

landscape is ready by Sept -Oct which will enable me to produce a more definitive update. Wishing everyone a peaceful 

holiday time for now. Stay safe.  

Joseph Eluekunnel 

Fixtures Secretary 

 

U10 Squad Report 

Possibly the most talented under10s group we have had . 

There were 12 players in the under10s. Because we nearly always had use of a third court (not booked out by HSV) and 

3 coaches (Heidi and parents) the players got a lot of court time and instruction. 

Some of the girls did get to play for the U12s B team. Most of the players but not all did play a one or two tournaments. 

Next season is likely to involve fewer players in the U12s and the best of the U10s may well spend more time with the 

U12 group. 

Even with all the challenges ahead, I am optimistic that we will get a strong committed group of under10s for next 

season, 

The success of this very young group is largely down to the work that is carried out at junior clubs and the visits to 

Primary schools and the primary schools competition.  

Nick Goode 

U10 Squad Manager 

 

U12 Squad Report 

Overview 

It’s been a fun season with lots of new players coming through as well as players that have been with us since the U10s. 

It is fair to say that it wasn’t as successful as last year, but it was always going to be a tough act to follow! However, we 

have learned lots and enjoyed ourselves too. We have worked hard this year to build a strong squad community, which 

I think has generally been successful. We have also been actively trying to encourage players to play at a club outside of 

the county, to enter tournaments and pointed people in the direction of private coaching (when asked).  
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Players 

In the U12 Squad we have 16 Boys and 14 Girls (final numbers). Thank you to all of our players for your hard work and 

dedication to training and matches. We have seen progress in every single player this season which is brilliant, however 

we feel it is important to note that those who made the most progress also tended to play more frequently outside of 

the county sessions as part of a club and entering tournaments. Two players in particular who have been brilliant this 

season are Emily and Paavni. Not only have they hugely improved their games, but they stepped up into our 1st team 

on several occasions and held their own! There are several players who feel like they have been with us forever in the 

U10/U12s but are moving up into the U14s next season. We are really going to miss you, but we know you’ll stay 

dedicated and work hard in the U14s too! 

Parents 

A huge thank you to our U12 parents! Your continued support and understanding really helps player development and 

also with creating our squad identity. Thank you for being our taxi services, personal chefs, cheerleaders, funding 

sources and everything else! We’ve had some great conversations which have helped us learn more about our players 

and how best to support them throughout the season. For those moving up an age group next season, we will miss you!  

Coaching 

We had a new addition to the coaching team this season, James, who has been brilliant with the players, parents and 

admin help too. We have spent lots of time in every coaching session dedicated to footwork and movement, grips and 

basic technical elements of key shots in order to provide a sound foundation that can be built upon as players move 

through the age groups. We had a very large squad initially, which made logistics a challenge (28-30 players for 16 court 

spaces), but we got there in the end. Steph and James reflected on each coaching session, took notes at matches, spoke 

with players and parents, and used this to adapt and develop the sessions. This seemed to work well and they have 

begun to put together plans for next season already.  

We are planning to limit the U12s squad numbers moving forward, which will help with this and allow greater 

opportunities for more specific one-to-one and small group coaching within sessions. Thank you to Nick and Kelly for 

their support, especially at the beginning of the season as we developed our coaching team and confidence.  

Teams 

1st team – Dev, Charlie, Yuxiao, Dhruv, Aahna, Nishita, Charlotte, Georgia (regular subs from 2nd Team – Emily, Paavni) 

Our first team managed to play 5 out of their 6 planned matches. They won against Herts 2 (20-0), Sussex (16-4), 

Norfolk (17-3) and Devon (20-0). They lost against a very strong Essex side (3-17).  

2nd team – rest of the squad 

We had a second team this year with the view of allowing developing players the opportunity to play competitive 

matches. It was challenging most of the time to pull together a team for each match and we often had to rely on (our 

fabulous) U10 players to sub in. The second team managed to play all 7 games. Unfortunately they didn’t win anything, 

however there was a lot of learning that took place! 

Next season we are unlikely to run a second team as it was very challenging to put out a team. We feel that there are 

ample opportunities for players to gain match experience outside the Shires League, which for some may be at a more 

competitive level. 

Steph Stockwell 

U12 Squad Manager 

 

U14 Squad Report 

U14 had potentially 28 members, large numbers of which turned up most Wednesdays which is great, though busy.  

We entered 2 teams in the shires league - 1 qualified for the finals automatically, having finished all matches; hopefully 

the finals will take place in some form late in the year. 
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Team 2 gave a greater number of players the opportunity for shires competition, they even beat Bucks at Home, which 

was a great win down to one of the last games, always thrilling. 

Thanks to Kelly, Ben, Conner who have all been part of the coaching during the time on court and to all parents for their 

support in transporting people to and from matches, hopefully we can all get back on court soon. 

Mike Newlove 

U14 Squad Manager 

 

U16 Squad Report 

For the Badminton season 2019/2020 for HJBA the trials took place on Sunday 23rd June 2019 we had total 47 boys and 

girls that attended further 7 attended for the first two session. Total we had 54 for trials out of that we had selected 29 

in the squad, 2005 Boys 12 of them 2005 girls 3 of them, 2006 boys 5 of them and 2006 girls 9 of them. 

We had help of five parents for registering and to keep the scores and the games play moving on with the limited time 

that we had, so the coaches could monitor the standard required to play for the county to select the better players for 

the squad. Thanks to all the parents that helped us out.  

We now had six courts to train on the squad nights regularly. 

Start of the season John Stobo had held a parents meeting to say what is expected out of the squad members to 

participate certain number of Badminton England tournaments and the practice requirement in the squad. 

Coaches we had John Stobo, Ian Robinson, Khalid Qureshi and Hitesh Shah. Time to time we also had a junior coach and 

helper Chris Adey. Thank you all for your commitment for the squad. 

As coaches we were very happy to see that majority of them shown good quality badminton and the standard raised 

for play was very high. Individually they had shown good standard and good results in the BE tournaments. 

We had selected one parent representative and that was Christina DI Gesaro. Thanks to her. 

Thanks to Ying for sorting out all the squad shirts. 

Shires League: 

Shires league we had put two teams for the season, as there were hardly any team county matches organized for the B 

and C squad players. As coaches we decided we give most of them a chance to play for the second team shires league 

matches 

Our Herts 2nd team played good matches in the shires but lost all of them, this way at least gave them the opportunity 

for the B C and D team players to have matches and learn.  

Our A team played all the matches in the league and drew only one match against Suffolk which we were runners up 

and had to go into finals play off. Unfortunately the play off and the other shires final did not take place due to Covid 

19. 

Friendly Matches:  

There were no friendlies arranged this season. 

Summer Season: 

Due to COVID 19 there were no badminton sessions. 

Most Improved Player for the Year 2019/20: 

Most improved player in the squad for the season 2019/20 went to Adiveer Baweja whereby he received a trophy to 

keep for a year and his name will go on the shield for the season 2019/20.Adiver has shown real good signs of 

improvement, in his skills and level of play he has worked very hard and performed very well for the shire league and 

the other tournaments.  
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Coaches: 

I would like to thanks John Stobo for his services to HJBA not only as a coach as a team manager for the squad who he 

has motivated the players to perform at their best and taught them well he is always looking out for anything new that 

can be implemented in the squad and managing the shires league,  

Ian Robinson who is our regular coach has been very helpful to the squad his expertise and coaching method were very 

useful to the squad. Khalid Qureshi joined HJBA for the season and been very helpful to assist on any exercises given 

and assist the players around the court. Newly young recruit to the squad coach Chris Adey was a great help to the 

squad. 

Sponsorship: 

Thanks to Ashaway for their generous support for the shirts and the shuttles for the season. 

Fixture Secretary: 

I would like to thank Joseph Eluekunnel for his marvellous job for all the fixtures and the rules of the shires league and 

kept us all well informed throughout. 

Committee: 

Thanks to the committee to rectify the constitution and keeping the HJBA running smoothly for the season 2019/20. 

General: 

I would also thank all the parents who supported their children to chauffer them to and fro from the Squad practice, 

shires matches or tournaments and supporting Hertfordshire Junior Badminton. Sorry that this season was cut short 

due to corona virus. 

To all the players and squad members they have worked very hard to learn and achieve good results for the 

tournaments and for themselves. I hope that they all have got something out of our HJBA Badminton training and hope 

they all take it further in their career.  

The season for the year 2019-2020 went very quickly and cut short. I thoroughly enjoyed teaching and mentoring the 

squad nights, Once again special thanks to John Stobo, Ian Robinson, Khalid Qureshi and Chris Adey for their valuable 

time and effort to support HJBA. I would also like to thank our chairman Mike Newlove and the committee for 

supporting HJBA U 16 squad for the season 2019/20. 

I hope the season starts back in September and the selection could happen then. 

Hitesh Shah 

U16 Coach and Squad Team Manager 

 

U18 Squad Report 

The U18 season was going very well until its abrupt halt due to the unfortunate events of Covid-19. With a very strong 

team, Hertfordshire had a great chance of doing really well at ICT and in the Shires League Finals. 

During the course of the 2019-2020 season, the team have performed brilliantly and delivered some impressive results.  

Shires League Results 

 

The team won five out of five matches and were in 5th place before the season’s unscheduled close. 

Hertfordshire would have more than likely qualified for the finals, had they taken place.  

Hertfordshire v Norfolk 20-0  

Hertfordshire v Suffolk 19-1 

Hertfordshire v Oxfordshire  18-2 

Hertfordshire v Kent 15-5 
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Hertfordshire v Essex   16-4 

Hertfordshire v Cambridgeshire  Not Played (although conceded by Cambridgeshire) 

 

RIO (York Invitation Team Tournament) 

 

The team had a great tournament, finishing 4th behind Warwickshire, Leicestershire and Yorkshire.  

Hertfordshire v Lancashire 9-6 (W) 

Hertfordshire v Warwickshire  4-1 (L) 

Hertfordshire v Nottinghamshire 10-5 (W) 

Hertfordshire v Leicestershire 5-10 (L) 

Hertfordshire v Yorkshire 4-11 (L) 

 

Thanks to Kelly Mathews and Dave Westwood for coaching over the weekend. 

ICT (Inter-Counties Tournament) 

 

ICT did not take place this Easter because of the Covid-19 crisis. 

Badminton England are hoping to run the tournament before the end of this calendar year with the current U18 squad 

eligible to play. 

Players who have represented Herts in the U18 team 2019-2020 

 

Zach Bobrowski Paankhuri Bhatia 

Edward Chen Christina Chan 

Toby Goddard Holly Clayton 

Harry Goode Lavigne Leung 

Shashank Madhukiran  

Katie Savage  

Thomas Sweetnam Lucy Savage 

Jack Teoh  

 

Many thanks to Kelly Mathews and Dave Westwood who have been of great help over the season and took time to 

assist at the RIO tournament.  

Thanks too to the all the players for all their hard work and commitment throughout the season, they have been a great 

bunch of youngsters, and have achieved some fabulous results both individually and as a team.  

And finally, thank you to the parents for all their support during this badminton season.  

It is a real shame that the season had to end the way it did, but hopefully the squad can get back together at some 

point to have a farewell session! 

Graham Clarke 

U18 Team Manager 

 

HBA Representative’s Report 

Presented as 2020 AGM downloads from the HBA website - http://www.hertsbadminton.net/news/hba-agm-2020/ 

David Bartlett 

HBA Representative 
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Club Representative’s Report  

The 2019/20 season has been a notably more successful one for club badminton that 2018/19, which saw the closure of 

Stanstead Abbots and Knebworth JBC’s. This season, by contrast, new clubs in the Broxbourne district have been 

started up (Wizard and John Warner Satellite) at the initiative of Ian Robinson and Anna Collis has launched the Smashit 

JBC with sessions in Hertford, Hitchin, Letchworth and Royston. In Bishops Stortford Heidi Lawrence has been working 

to launch a club to cater for the younger age group who cannot attend Bishops Stortford JBC which is open only to 

players aged 12+ because its sessions start at 2000 hours.  

Sadly, however, lockdown from mid-March has been a serious blow to junior badminton, and we have to hope that the 

fledgling initiatives mentioned do not wither entirely as a consequence of the long interruption to their activities. 

Indeed HJBA is reliant on the drive and commitment demonstrated consistently by all the brilliant junior badminton 

club coaches across the County to restore the momentum of the sport for children when their activities are allowed to 

resume.  

I had planned my usual programme of visits to clubs for the season and fortunately had been able to complete almost 

all of them before lockdown. (Apologies to Liz Bateman, Anna Collis and Ian Robinson for not being able to reach their 

clubs in time.) These visits were a pleasure as always and reminded me of how vigorously junior badminton is being 

supported cross Hertfordshire. I was able to see that some clubs – Comets JBC is a good example – had been enjoying 

significant increases in participation, compared with 2018/19. My conversations with club organisers and coaches were 

interesting, as always; there were no issues which they wanted me to raise at the HJBA committee.  

At a suggestion from Liz Bateman I organised a social playing session at Gosling Sports Park in early March, and players 

from all junior clubs were welcome to attend. With the help of Mike Newlove on the day I was able to run the session 

as an opportunity for play with some different opponents and the chance of a bit of coaching for those who wanted it. I 

canvassed club opinion afterwards and found it had been well received by the participants 20 altogether), and this is 

certainly an initiative which HJBA should consider for future seasons.  

The Junior League against elicited a good level of interest around the county, and 10 clubs were all set to contest the 

2020 trophy on 22 March but could not do so because of lockdown. Holding the event in the Autumn term remains a 

possibility if indoors sport have restarted by then. As with so much of junior badminton, this League depends on the 

support of club coaches, and I am grateful to them for their willingness to help me with its running.  

I have updated the clubs page of the HJBA web-site (http://hjba.org.uk/clubs.html), and I believe it now has contact 

details for all the clubs in the county. As with all the activities that make up my role, I am dependent on the backing of 

club organisers to supply the key information, so my thanks to them for helping me. The page is designed to be easily 

maintained: in most cases it simply gives links to the clubs’ own excellent web-sites, and I have taken care not to 

duplicate information about clubs which is accessible on those sites.  

John Stobo 

Clubs Representative 

 

Schools Representative’s Report   

This has been a very challenging year. With the COVID pandemic and my work as a radiographer in West Herts hospital, 

this has had to taking my priory. Therefore I have not been able to progress this within the last year; unfortunately the 

number of school has reduced this year. 

We have sent forms out to all of the schools that were affiliated previously and we hope with schools gradually coming 

back they will complete and return them. 

As competitive sport returns I hope schools will come back to wanting their children representing them. 
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The current list of affiliated schools is: 

 

Bayford Primary School Bayford 

Ashlyn's School Berkhamstead 

Haberdasher Askes Boys Elstree 

Haberdasher Askes Girls Elstree 

Roundwood Park School Harpenden 

Bishops Hatfield Girls School Hatfield 

Abel Smith Hertford 

Hitchin Boys School Hitchin 

Forres Primary School Hoddesdon 

The John Warner School Hoddesdon 

St Albans High School for Girls St Albans 

Reedings Junior School Sawbridgeworth 

Holy Family Catholic School Welwyn Garden City 

Monks Walk School Welwyn Garden City 

St John's CE UA Primary School Welwyn Garden City 

 

Ben Vranjkovic 

Schools and Colleges Representative 
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